Overview of the correspondence between levels 1 – 12 and the individual aura layers
and chakras (according to W. R. Raupach: "Das Chakra Aura System" (The Chakra Aura System))

Every colour holds it´s own special colour vibration, which shows the harmony and if the Colour Tuning shows and indicates a
complementary colour, this displays a dysbalance in the chakra itself and according to that in the supplied organs and shows
a trauma psychological subjects.

Levels 1 to 3
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

Physical body – 1st chakra (earth) – Sense of smell – colour red – tone C
Etheric layer (shaping)
Fluid aura layer (supply of the water system of the physical body)
Fixed aura layer (supply of the manifest physical form)

Organ systems: Skeleton, lymphatic system, excretory organs, external reproductive organs, legs and feet, nose
As an omen for blocked energy in this chakra, one or several organs can fall ill.

Psychological factors: Mother, money, home, profession, confidence in life, security, survival, fear, emotional
blackmail

The element of this chakra is earth and holds a vibration colour of red with a slight light blue layer. It saturates the
physical body and feeds him with vital force and vitality.

Psychological factors:
- The relationship to the physical mother, is a important point in the Chakra doctrine. It stands for the
emotional and physical survival energy, safety and security.
st
- Money is a form of energy, which is used in all societies and secures our existence. If the 1 chakra is in
flow, there is always more than enough money.
- Home is a place of safety and security a place where the person is protected against chaos and
responsibilities
- Profession, the spiritual perception of profession is mission, an activity which is carried out with
motivation and love.
- Trust in life is an inner attitude certainty that we are carried and supported by life, we have the
confidence that after a “down” comes again an “up”
- To experience safety and security is an essential necessity of human kind. A lack of safety and security
is an expression of fear.
- To assure our survival we have to know what we need and how we can get it.
- Emotional blackmail is a subject in conjunction with the other psychological factors of this chakra

Levels 4 and 5 Emotional body – 2nd chakra (water) – sense of taste –colour orange –tone D –feelings
and emotions
Level 4
Fluid aura layer (supply of the water system for the water element of the physical body)
Level 5
Fixed aura layer (supply of manifest organs: internal reproductive organs, kidneys and gonads)

Organ systems: Internal m/f reproductive organs, gonads (m/f), urinary organs, mouth and tongue
As an omen for blocked energy in this chakra, one or several organs can fall ill.

Psychological factors: Sexuality, feelings, emotions, parenthood, appetite, food consumption, awareness of one's
body

The element of this chakra is water and holds a vibration colour orange. It saturates the first aura layer and feeds
the sexual organs with vital energy.

Psychological factors:
-

Expression of emotions and senses
Contact to the deepest emotions and senses and the expression and transformation is a essential
“valve” for humans and creatures
Sexuality and reproduction is a basic need in life, this is experienced and expressed without any
religious or other social conditioning. Having babies is to accept responsibility in life.
Appetite as a sign of the body is respected.
nd
If the 2 chakra is balanced, ingestion and food is never of any negative matter in the persons life
Body awareness, the relationship to the own body is in harmony. One is respecting the needs of the
physical body like sports, fresh air, the certain times for sleep, food, work etc
Parenthood is related to this chakra, to experience ones self as mother or father

Level 6
Level 6

Mental body – 3rd chakra (fire) – Sense of sight–colour yellow –tone E
Fire element (supply of the digestive organs, skin, musculature and connective tissue)

Organ systems: Digestive organs, skin, face, pancreas, solar plexus, eyes, musculature, connective tissue
As an omen for blocked energy in this chakra, one or several organs can fall ill.

Psychological factors: Power, control, freedom, personality level, responsibility, evaluation, decision-making

The element of this aura layer is fire and holds a yellow vibration colour, the third chakra layer saturates the first
and second layer und feeds the entire digestive system, skin, muscular system and connective tissue with vital
energy.

Psychological factors:

-

The person feels, accepts and lives his own given power and energy , he is well balanced and in
harmony and does not give away his power.
The human being is controlling the things which can be controlled
The person is experiencing himself as a free personality, he allows himself to be what he wants to be. He
knows which place and role he has in the society and fills it with life.
The person assumes the responsibility for himself and his children.
The personal values and attitudes are well defined and selected. The person has his own ability to
judge and does not take over other moral concepts and ideals
One has the ability to judge and make decisions whenever he has to. When all these aspects are in
serenity, the solar plexus chakra is provided with self-regenerative vital force.

Level 7
Level 7

Astral/spirit body – 4th chakra (air) – sense of touch – colour green –tone Fis/ges
Air element (supply of the respiratory organs, heart, circulation, immune system, thymus gland)

Organ systems: Respiratory organs, heart, circulation, immune system, thymus gland, plexus cardiacus
As an omen for blocked energy in this chakra, one or several organs can fall ill.
Psychological factors: Love, relationships and acceptance
The element of this chakra is air and holds a vibration colour green. The fourth chakra layer saturates the first,
second and third aura layer and feeds the physical body with vital energy over the heart chakra.
Psychological factors:
-

the person lives absolute and unconditional love, gives his love and does not demand something
A well balanced and harmonized heart chakra give one the ability to have good relationships to others
and himself.
With the quality of acceptance one is accepting others and himself.
The person is prepared to give without expecting to receive anything back.
The pleasure and delight of the heart chakra does not need a source from outside, the person himself is
the source.

Levels 8 to 10 Etheric body – 5th chakra (communication) – sense of hearing– colour blue– tone Gis/as
Level 8
Gaseous aura layer (supply of the subtle perceptions, such as hearing, speech, perception of the
thoughts and intuition)
Level 9
Fluid aura layer (intermediary between the gaseous and physical ether)
Level 10
Fixed aura layer (supply of the ears, thyroid gland, throat, neck, shoulders, arms and hands)
Organ systems: Metabolism, ears, throat, neck, shoulders, hands
As an omen for blocked energy in this chakra, one or several organs can fall ill.
Psychological factors: Communication, expression, following intuition, flowing manifestation, unconditional
acceptance
The element of this chakra is ether and holds a vibration colour blue. The fifth aura layer saturates the
first,second,third and fourth aura layer and feeds the physical body with vital energy over the communication
chakra.
Psychological factors:
- One believes and trust his intuition and accepts the guidance.
- The quality of the chakra empowers the person to express himself in speech, body and thoughts
- With a throat chakra in harmony one is able to communicate with others and the outside world
- Is this chakra in flow we accept the messages of the world in an unconditional way (unconditional
acceptance), like presents, compliments, critics and information. We know that the the outside is the
mirror of the own perception.
- Wishes manifest fluently and easily in our world with a balanced fifth chakra
- Wealth and lightness is easily accepted in ones life and perception.

Level 11
Level 11

Spiritual body – 6th chakra (third eye) – inner sound –colour indigo/anil –tone A
Inner sound (supply of the perceptive faculty outside the physical source. Seat of the intuition)

Organ system: Endocrine system and glands (growth etc.), Pituitary gland
As an omen for blocked energy in this chakra, one or several organs can fall ill.
Psychological factors: Spiritual/individual consciousness, the role in life, extrasensory perception/intuition
The element of this chakra is inner sound and holds the vibration colour indigo. The sixth aura layer saturates the
first to the fith aura layer and feeds the physical body with vital energy over the third eye chakra.
Psychological factors:
- individual and spiritual consciousness is the main subject of this chakra, one knows that he is much
more than just the body and experiences himself as an individual.
- YIN/YANG consciousness, to experience oneself as male or female.
- The person knows that he has more than one role in life, e.g. father/mother, doer/victim etc. One knows
is aware that the spirit is much more than roles.
- The person sees behind the curtain of normal life, one is experiencing things like second sight,-sense,
etc., the own intuition, the extrasensory perception is a fundamental part of the senses.

Level 12
tone Ais/b

Causal body (Buddha body) – 7th chakra (crown chakra) – Empathy – colour violet –

Level 12

Inner light (supply to brain, nervous system, pineal gland)

Organ systems: Central nervous system, pineal gland, brain
As an omen for blocked energy in this chakra, one or several organs can fall ill.
Psychological factors: Physical father, men, universal consciousness, soul, authorities, direction of life
The element of this chakra is inner light and holds the vibration colour indigo. The sixth aura layer saturates the
first to the sixth aura layer and feeds the physical body with vital energy over the crown chakra.
Psychological factors:
-

-

The perception of god and the physical father is the main subject in this chakra
The crown chakra is the so called men- or father chakra. In here all experiences and archetypes of
being a man are collected, as well as one is perceiving oneself as a man. The father is giving the
direction as role model and understanding how to be a man for the son.
The person is realising the soul in himself, one is in search of the home of the soul.
One is aware of the universal consciousness, there is a sense of understanding of the universe with it´s
laws. There is connection to all kind.
From the source of the soul we receive the perception of the intuition as a guidance in life. We know
that there is a greater wisdom in us that guides us and is connected with us.
Oneness says that we are and feel ourselves connected with everything, we feel the pain and the

